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BOOK AS WELL !LTHOUGH CERTAINLY AMBITIOUS IN ITS SCOPE ITS AIM IS NOT TO 
PROVIDE ALL THE ANSWERS BUT THE  CHAPTERS AND THE INTRODUCTION CHALLENGE 
US TO MOVE BEYOND DECONSTRUCTION AND THINK STRATEGICALLY ABOUT WAYS TO 
DESTABILIZE EXISTING POWER GRIDS AND FOR THIS REASON ALONE IT WOULD MAKE 
INSPIRING READING FOR ANYONE CONCERNED WITH THE POLITICS OF BELONGING 
TODAY 7HILE THE SALES @BLURB FOR THIS BOOK SUGGESTS A READERSHIP OF @SCHOLARS 
WORKING IN THE AREAS OF MULTICULTURALISM GLOBALIZATION AND CULTURE RACE 
AND ETHNIC STUDIES GENDER STUDIES AND STUDIES OF POSTPARTITION SOCIETIES 
IT  SHOULD HAVE AN EVEN WIDER APPLICATION AS  THE POLITICS OF BELONGING 
AFFECT US ALL
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)N 3EPTEMBER  !RCHBISHOP $ESMOND 4UTU SAID TO THE ""# 
4HE HARSH TRUTH IS THAT SOME LIVES ARE SLIGHTLY MORE IMPORTANT THAN OTHERS x 
)F YOU ARE SWARTHY OF A DARKER HUE ALMOST ALWAYS YOU ARE GOING TO END UP AT 
THE BOTTOM OF THE PILE HTTPNEWSBBCCOUKHIAFRICASTM	 
4UTU WAS TALKING ABOUT THE $ARFUR ATROCITIES AND THE 5NITED .ATIONS RELUCT 
ANCE TO ENTER THE 3UDAN REGION WITH A PEACEKEEPING FORCE "UT HE COULD ALSO 
HAVE BEEN TALKING ABOUT THE WAY IN WHICH TELEVISION MEDIATES SUFFERING 
SUCH AS THAT OF THE $ARFURIANS OR ABOUT THE HIERARCHY OF RELEVANCE THAT 
THE SUFFERING AND  LIVES ARE GIVEN  IN RELATION TO WESTERN VIEWERS ,ILIE 
#HOULIARAKI CLEVERLY  IDENTIFIES  THIS HIERARCHY OF RELEVANCE IN THE NEWS 
GENRES OF  TELEVISED SUFFERING WHICH SHE DIVIDES  INTO  THREE CATEGORIES 
ADVENTURE NEWS EMERGENCY NEWS AND ECSTATIC NEWS 7ITH THESE THREE 
CATEGORIES #HOULIARAKI  CHALLENGES  TRADITIONAL MEDIA ANALYSIS WHOSE 
FOCUS OFTEN IS ON THE SOCIETAL CONSTRUCTION OF MEDIATION RATHER THAN ON THE 
FUNCTION OF CONTENT 3HE SEEKS TO INVESTIGATE HOW TELEVISION SHAPES THE 
@NORMS OF THE PRESENT BY STAGING OUR RELATIONSHIP TO THE FAR AWAY hOTHERv 
P 	 4HUS SHE EXAMINES HOW THIS @OTHER n OR SLIGHTLY LESS IMPORTANT 
LIFE n BECOMES A LIFE WORTH SAVING AND IN SOME CASES RATHER THAN OTHERS 
CALLS UPON HUMANITARIAN ACTION
4HE 3PECTATORSHIP OF 3UFFERING IS ROUGHLY DIVIDED INTO THREE PARTS 4HE 
FIRST ESTABLISHES THE CROSSROADS OF MEDIATION $ISCUSSING THE SOCIAL THEORIES 
OF MEDIATION FOUNDED ON THE (ABERMASIAN CONCEPT OF  SOCIETY AND THE 
POSTMODERN  THEORIES OF "AUDRILLARD #ASTELL AND ,ASH AMONG OTHERS 
#HOULIARAKI  FINDS  THAT  THEY  LACK AN EXPLANATION OF HOW CONNECTIVITY 
HAPPENS AND CAN GENERATE A CAUSE OF ACTION /FTEN TECHNOLOGY IS ARGUED TO 
BE THE BARRIER WHICH SEPARATES THE SPECTATOR FROM THE SUFFERER AND SO KEEPS 
THE SPECTATOR FROM ACTING ON THE SUFFERING "UT #HOULIARAKI ARGUES THAT A 
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COSMOPOLITAN CITIZENSHIP UNDERSTOOD AS @AN ORIENTATION A WILLINGNESS TO 
RELATE WITH THE h/THERv QUOTING (ANNERTZ AND NOT TO BE CONFUSED WITH 
A UNIVERSAL CITIZENSHIP	 LOOKS AT A POLITICS OF PITY WHICH INCORPORATES A 
DIMENSION OF DISTANCE IN ITS CHOICE OF ACTION 4HAT IS INSTEAD OF LOOKING AT 
TECHNOLOGY AS EITHER TAKING THE SPECTATOR TOO FAR AWAY FROM THE SUFFERER 
IN ORDER TO BE ABLE TO ACT THE PESSIMISTIC VIEW	 OR SEEING THE SPECTATOR 
AS BEING BROUGHT INTO THE PROXIMITY OF THE SUFFERER THROUGH THE USE OF 
TECHNOLOGY THE POSITIVE VIEW	 MEDIA ANALYSIS NEEDS TO INTEGRATE DISTANCE 
AS A @MODE OF MANAGING MEANING P 	 4HE LIMITING EFFECTS OF THE SOCIAL 
THEORIES ARE GROUNDED IN THE FACT THAT THE PUBLIC IS SEEN AS AN EMPIRICAL ENTITY 
CORRESPONDING  TO A  LINGUISTICALLY HOMOGENOUS POPULATION OR NATIONAL 
BORDERS )NSTEAD #HOULIARAKI ARGUES PUBLIC LIFE SHOULD BE SEEN AS ALWAYS 
ALREADY ARTICULATED WITHIN SITUATED PRACTICES #HOULIARAKI OPTS FOR A VIEW 
OF MEDIATION AS SETS OF @TENSIONS RATHER THAN @PARADOXES )N THIS WAY SHE 
WANTS TO OPEN UP A SPACE OF CREATIVITY INSTEAD OF DISCARDING THE POSSIBILITY 
FOR ACTION
4HE SECOND PART OF 4HE 3PECTATORSHIP OF 3UFFERING ANALYSES THE THREE CORE 
CATEGORIES OF TELEVISION NEWS ADVENTURE EMERGENCY AND ECSTATIC NEWS 
THROUGH A GRID OF THREE REGIMES OF PITY 4HE REGIMES ARE @MULTIMODALITY 
WHICH ANALYSES THE PROPERTIES OF LANGUAGE AND IMAGE THAT CONSTRUE THE 
SPECTACLE OF SUFFERING ON SCREEN @SPACEnTIME WHICH REPRESENTS THE PROXIM
ITY OR DISTANCE TO THE SCENE OF SUFFERING AND @AGENCY THE REPRESENTATION 
OF ACTION ON THE SUFFERERS MISFORTUNE 4HE THREE CATEGORIES OF NEWS GIVE 
DIFFERENT RESPONSES WITHIN THE REGIMES OF PITY AND THESE RESPONSES ARE 
POSITIONED ON A GRADUAL  SCALE SHOWING DIFFERENT BALANCES OF MODALITY 
SPACEnTIME AND AGENCY &ROM THE  FACTUAL DISTANT AND PARALYSING AD
VENTURE NEWS EXEMPLIFIED BY TELEVISED NEWS PRODUCTIONS ON FLOODS  IN 
"ANGLADESH AND SHOOTINGS IN )NDONESIA	 TO THE MORE COMPLICATED NARRATIVE 
AND SPACEnTIME STRUCTURE OF EMERGENCY NEWS EXEMPLIFIED BY TELEVISED 
NEWS PRODUCTION ON THE RESCUE OF  ILLEGAL !FRICAN MIGRANTS  FAMINE  IN 
!RGENTINA AND THE DEATH SENTENCE BY STONING OF A .IGERIAN WOMAN	 TO 
ECSTATIC NEWS EXEMPLIFIED BY TELEVISED NEWS COVERAGE OF THE 3EPTEMBER  
ATTACK IN 	 ALL ARE REPRESENTED WITH MULTIPLE NARRATIVES AND VARIOUS 
DEGREES OF AFFECTIVE POWER WHICH ENABLES THE SPECTATORS TO REFLECT AND 
EMPATHIZE !LL THREE CATEGORIES FALL SHORT HOWEVER AS @IT IS ONLY WHEN THE 
SPECTATOR TAKES UP THE PROPOSAL OF TELEVISION AND JOIN;S= A BROADER PUBLIC OF 
DELIBERATION AND ACTION THAT THE FOUNDING ACT OF COSMOPOLITAN REFLEXIVITY 
CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED P 	
)N THE LAST PART OF 4HE 3PECTATORSHIP OF 3UFFERING #HOULIARAKI GOES ON 
TO DISCUSS HOW THE COMMUNITARIAN PUBLIC INTERESTED IN @US RATHER THAN 
THE DISTANT  @OTHER  CAN EXPERIENCE  THE POSSIBILITY OF COSMOPOLITANISM 
#HOULIARAKIS PROJECT IS TO LOOK AT TELEVISION NEWS DIFFERENTLY n AS A DYNAMIC 
MEDIATION PROCESS INSPIRED BY &OUCAULTS TECHNOLOGY OF GOVERNMENTALITY n 
SO AS  TO ENVISION AN AFFIRMATIVE USE OF  SUFFERING SHOWN ON TELEVISION 
WHICH SHE CALLS COSMOPOLITAN )F USED WISELY AND WITH THE RIGHT BALANCE 
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OF PROXIMITY AND DISTANCE EMPATHETIC FEELING AND DISTANCED WATCHING	 
TELEVISED SUFFERING CAN MEDIATE A COSMOPOLITAN RESPONSE #HOULIARAKI 
ARGUES (OWEVER TELEVISED SUFFERING PRESENTS ITSELF AS A MIX OF @UNIVERSAL 
FACTS WHILE SIMULTANEOUSLY DIVIDING EVENTS INTO DIFFERENT NEWS CATEGORIES 
AND AS SUCH BUILDS A HIERARCHY OF SUFFERING AND VALUES OF LIVES )T IS OF 
COURSE A  FALSE UNIVERSAL CLAIM WHICH  IS MEDIATED THROUGH THE MIX OF 
IMPARTIAL FACTS AND PARTIAL WEIGHING OF SUFFERING CONSTRUING A HIERARCHY 
OF THE VALUE OF HUMAN LIVES 2EALIZING THIS CONSTRUCTION @MEDIATION MUST 
SEEK TO EXPAND THE SPECTATORS EMOTIONAL CONCERNS BEYOND THE LIMITS OF 
THEIR EXISTING INTIMATE WORLD AND CULTIVATE A MORAL SENSIBILITY BEYOND 
AN ETHICS OF PROXIMITY P 	 (OW THIS IS ACHIEVED WITHOUT IMPOSING 
A UNIVERSAL MORAL CLAIM UPON THE @OTHER AND MAKING THEM ALL WESTERN 
'ILROY ;=	 SEEMS TO REST ON !RISTOTLES UNDERSTANDING OF  THE 
GROUNDED KNOWLEDGE CLAIM PHRONESIS WHICH ARGUES THAT EVERY PARTICULAR 
CASE BRINGS WITH IT ITS OWN @UNIVERSAL VALUE SYSTEM "UT TO THIS READER IT 
REMAINS SLIGHTLY UNCLEAR HOW #HOULIARAKI AVOIDS THE UNIVERSALIZING EFFECTS 
OF COSMOPOLITANISM WHEN OPERATING WITH MORAL JUSTICE
"Y WAY OF CONCLUDING #HOULIARAKI MAKES A CALL FOR REFLEXIVITY ON THE 
WESTERN NOTION OF  @UNIVERSALITY  THROUGH AN ASSERTION OF  THE PUBLIC AS 
A POTENTIAL AGENCY  IN  THE  TENSIONS BETWEEN EMOTIONS AND RATIONALITY 
RATHER THAN A STATIC EMPIRICAL ENTITY 4HIS IS AN IMPORTANT CALL AND ONE SUB 
STANTIATED  THROUGH #HOULIARAKIS  FINDINGS  IN HER  INDEPTH ANALYSES 
(OWEVER THE NOTION OF THE COSMOPOLITAN VIEWER BEGS SEVERAL QUESTIONS AND 
#HOULIARAKIS ARGUMENT COULD BE DEVELOPED FURTHER USING THOSE QUESTIONS 
FOR EXAMPLE THE CRITICAL CALL MADE FOR COSMOPOLITAN CONNECTIVITY AGAINST 
WESTERN UNIVERSALISM WHICH HAS BEEN DEVELOPED NOT ONLY BY POSTCOLONIAL 
SCHOLAR 'AYATRI 3PIVAK 	 BUT ALSO BY FEMINIST SCHOLARSHIP 4HE LATTER 
IS ESPECIALLY RELEVANT FOR #HOULIARAKIS PROJECT INSOFAR AS IT HAS STRUGGLED 
TO COMBINE A CRITIQUE OF  THE EXCLUSIONARY POWER RELATIONS ENTAILED BY 
UNIVERSALIZING CLAIMS WITH SERIOUS EFFORTS  TO REGROUND KNOWLEDGE AND 
MORAL CLAIMS ON NEW FOUNDATIONS 7HEREAS #HOULIARAKI  TURNS BACK TO 
!RISTOTLE TO FIND A SOLUTION TO HER MORAL DILEMMAS MANY CONTEMPORARY 
CRITICAL  THINKERS HAVE DEVELOPED NEW CONCEPTS  AND APPROACHES &OR 
EXAMPLE 3ANDRA (ARDING 	 DISCUSSES A NOTION OF STRONG OBJECTIVITY 
THROUGH STRONG SELFREFLEXIVITY DEVELOPED ON THE BASIS OF SCIENCES CLAIM 
FOR OBJECTIVITY 4HE SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE CLAIM RESTS ON AN ASSUMPTION 
WHICH ENDOWS THE WESTERN WORLDVIEW WITH A UNIVERSAL QUALITY (OWEVER 
LIKE #HOULIARAKI (ARDING ARGUES THAT THIS CLAIM IS FALSE (ARDING GOES ON 
TO CALL FOR A GROUNDED KNOWLEDGE CLAIM BASED ON THE LIVED EXPERIENCE OF 
WOMENS LIVES WHICH LEADS TO A REEVALUATION OF THE SITUATEDNESS OF THE 
SCIENTIFIC MEDIATED	 KNOWLEDGE CLAIM (ARAWAY 	  SO AS TO BUILD 
A STRONG OBJECTIVITY BASED IN PARTICULARITY #HOULIARAKIS ARGUMENT CAN 
THEREFORE BE READ ALONGSIDE AND AT TIMES AGAINST CRITICAL THEORISTS IN THE 
FEMINIST POSTCOLONIAL AND CULTURAL STUDIES  TRADITIONS ESPECIALLY WHEN 
SHE ARGUES THAT COSMOPOLITANISM EMERGES NOT AS A UNIVERSAL STRUCTURE OF 
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WESTERN MORALIZING BUT @AS A FLEETING GLIMPSE AS A TEMPORARY POSSIBILITY 
P 	 3HE CALLS  FOR A POSITIVE EMPOWERMENT OF THE MEDIA AND A NEW 
WAY OF PERCEIVING THE MEDIATED WORLD WHICH IS A NECESSARY CALL IN MEDIA 
SCHOLARSHIP
4UTUS HARSH @TRUTH THAT SOME LIVES ARE SLIGHTLY MORE IMPORTANT THAN 
OTHERS IS PROVED THROUGH #HOULIARAKIS GRID OF ANALYSIS OF THE POLITICS OF 
PITY AND THE NEWS INSTITUTIONS NEWS CRITERIA TO BE A MEDIACONSTRUCTED 
TRUTH BASED ON A FALSE UNIVERSAL ASSUMPTION IN THE WESTERN WORLD 4HE 
3PECTATORSHIP OF 3UFFERING PROVIDES A VALUABLE TOOL WITH WHICH TO EXAMINE 
THE MEDIA IN AN EMPOWERING WAY AND POINTS TOWARDS THE POSSIBILITY OF 
ADVANCING ANALYSES OF MEDIA CONSTRUCTIONS
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